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CHRISTINE ARVEIL: WEIGHT OF LIGHT
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As Walter Pater said, "All art aspires to the condition of music," and Christine
Arveil's paintings exemplify this idea. She combines violin varnish and pigments
on wood to create haunting, expressive works, mainly abstract in organization, suggestive of themes and unheard melodies.
The theme of art and music is introduced in
the first painting on view, The Young Violinist
(2001), in which a small white figure holds a vio-

1as by

lin against an abstract background that resembles

of this
drawdeepcircle.
<, and
·ess of

a stage. One Cannot Sleep Quietly, a predominantly red painting, has a standing figure above what
appears to be a tombstone, perhaps a memorial of
a loved one or a commentary on the fearful state of
the world.
In an abstract work such as Fate (2003) the artist
captures a sense of dramatic movement, almost a
crescendo or menacing leitmotif. Some of the con- Christine Arveil. Vieillard (The Old
figurations are more benign, as in a figure with open
Man}. violin varnishes over gesso
arms in I'll Be There For You, but generally the tone on wood. 28 x 2o·. 200l.
is darker, as in the elements of The Price of Freedom. In this work the blood-red
swirling mass seems to mirror warfare. wounds, and death.
One of the most interesting pieces is a double folding screen of six panels, decorated on both sides with varnish, pigments, and gold and silver leaf. On one side
the figures of two cranes and marsh plants in gold are silhouetted against a greenblack background, possibly referring to noces, or the nigh.t. On the other side there
is a complete change of mood with a water lily pond against a light green background. It comes as no surprise that Arveil studied Chinese calligraphy and also
the painting and varnish techniques of the Argentinean artist Luis Ansa. Here East
Alicia Faxon
meets West in diverse yet elegant manifestations.
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